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Impact mechanics at **«**<>* Crater. Ariaona

Eugene Bi* Shoemaker
U. S. Geot*g*«»* Survey

Menio Par** California

Meteor Crater U m bowl-shape* depression encompassed by m rim
compo.ed cWefly <rf debri* etmeked to 1»1T«»« *£ different c«impo«itieii.
Original bedrock »tra«gra|»tty i« Ff*««rved. inverted, in the debri».
The debris re*U on older disturb** »*****. ^iclv are tamed up at
moderate to steep angles in the w**1 °* tj» crater and are locally
overturned near the contact with tfc* **"

^«»* Matures of Meteor

Crater correspond closely to thost of a crater produced by nuclear
explosion where depth of burial ol *»« device was about 1/5 the
diameter of the resultant crater*
Studies of craters formed by detonation of nuclear devices show
that structures of the crater rim* * t«asitiv« to the depth of
explosion scaled to the yield of tb* <*«vice. Tho structure of Meteor
Crater is such as would bo prod**-* *T * very strong shock originating

z
about at the level of the present crater floor, 400 feet below the
original surface.
At supersonic to hypersonic velocity an impacting meteorite
penetrates the ground by a complex mechanism that includes compression
ol the target rocks and the meteorite by shock as well as hydrodynamic
How ol the compressed material under high pressure and temperature.
The depth of penetration of the meteorite, before it loses its integrity
as a single body, is a function primarily of the velocity and shape ol
the meteorite and the densities and equations of state of the meteorite
and target. The intensely compressed material then becomes dispersed
in a large volume of breccia formed in the expanding shock wave.
An impact velocity of about 15 km/sec is consonant with the
geology of Meteor Crater in light of the experimental aquation of
state of iron and inferred compressibility of the target rocks. The
kinetic energy of the meteorite la estimated by scaling to have been
from 1.4 to 1.7 megatons TNT equivalent.

' Introduction
The origin of a crater in earth material*, produced by tha *udden
application of force* either from impact or exploaion, ha* proven to
be a problem peculiarly difficult to reduce to a realistic mathematical
model. Solution of the mechanic* of meteorite impact, however, ha*
a direct bearing on tha recognition of impact * true tor a* on tha earth
and on the origin of tha crater* of the moon. Analysi* of tha formation of crater* in rock by meteorite impact
ha* followed two main line* of thought over tha la*t 40 ye art. In one
Una, cratar Ing by impact ha* been likened to crate ring by chemical
or nuclear explo*ion (Gifford, 1924 and 1930s Fair child, 1930;
Moulton. 1931, p. 305; Spencer, 1935| Wylia, 1933, 1934, and 1943$
Boon, 1936; Boon and Albritton, 1936, 1937, and 1938; Baldwin, 1949;
,

s

s

Rinehart. 1950; Gold, 1956; Hill and Gilvarry, 1956; and Gilvarry and
s

Hill. 1956a and 19S6b). In tha other line of thought, developed by
5pik (1936 and 1958). La Pa* (reported in Meyerhoff. 1950, and Foster,
«
,
19S7), and Roatokar (1953), the problem of crater formation ha* been
treated mainly in term* of flow of incompre**ible fluid*, a method
that ha* been u*ed *ucce**fully to analyse the penetration of metal
target* by very high velocity metallic jet*.

la most pravtous pap-en the crate ring problem has been attack^4
on theoretical grounds and the reault* then applied to Meteor Crater,
Arizona.

Widely discordant estimates of th« mast or the energy of

the met*orite are obtained from the two main method* of approach*
In this paper the reasoning will be reverted. The requirement* for
theory will be deduced from the geology of Meteor Crater and its
structural similitude with a nuclear explosion crater. A detailed
analysis will then be given of how and in what form the meteoritlc
material reache* certain depth* demanded by geological relation*
and how the energy I* distributed daring penetration.
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Geology of Meteor Crater
> Regional setting. --Meteor Crater lies in north-central Arizona
in the Canyon Diablo region of the southern part of the Colorado
Plateau (fig. 1). The climate is arid and the exposures are

Figure 1. Sketch geologic map of Canyon Diablo region, Ariaona,

exceptionally good.
In the vicinity of the crater, the surface of the Plateau has very
low relief and is underlain by nearly flat-lying beds of Permian and
Triassic age. The crater lies near the anticlinal bend of a gentle
monoclinai fold, a type of structure characteristic of this region.
The strata are broken by wide-spaced northwest-trending normal
faults, generally many miles in length but with only a few tens of
*

feet to about a hundred feet of displacement. Two mutually perpendicular
sets of vertical joints of uniform strike occur in the region of the
crater. One set is subparailel to the normal faults and the other
controls the trend of secondary stream courses (fig. i).
Basaltic cinder cones and flows of Pleistocene and Recent age lie
at distances of about 10 to 20 miles to the south, west, and northwest
of the crater.
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«tratigraphy. Rocks exposed at Meteor Crater
range from the Cocoaino sandstone of Permian age to the Moenkopi
formation of Trias sic age. Drill holes in and around the crater have
intersected the upper part of the Stipai formation of Pennsylvanian
and Permian age, which conformably underlies the Coconino.
The Stipai formation consists of inter bedded red and yellow fine*
grained argillaceous sandstone and subordinate silts tone. It is more
f
than 1,000 feet thick in this region (Peirce. 1958. p. 84), but not
more than a few hundred feet have been penetrated by the drill at the
crater. The Coconino sandstone (McKee, 1934) comprises about 700
to 800 feet of fine-grained saccharoidal white cross -bedded sandstone*
Most of the Coconino sandstone is an unusually clean quart* sandstone;
some parts contain a variable amount of ealeite cement and in the
lower part of the formation the quart cose sandstone is inter bedded
with red sandstone beds of Supai Uthology. Only the upper part of
the Coconino is exposed at the crater. The Coconino is overlain
conformably by a 9 -foot thick unit of white to yellowish* or reddish*
brown, calcareous, medium- to coarse-grained sandstone referred
^
to the Toroweap formation of Permian age (McKee, 1938).
The Kaibab formation of Permian age, which rests conformably on
the Toroweap formation, comprises 265 to Z70 feet of fossiliferous
marine sandy dolomite, dolomitic limestone, and minor calcareous

sandstone. Three members are recognized (McKee, 1938), the lower
two of which are chiefly massive dense dolomite; the upper or Alpha
member is composed of well bedded limestone and dolomite with
several continuous thin sandstone inter beds. The Kaibab is exposed
along the steep upper part of the wall of the crater, and a large area
west of Meteor Crater is essentially a stripped surface oa the Alpha
member (fig. 1).
In the vicinity of the crater, and to the east, beds of the Wupatki
*
member of the Moenkopi formation (McKee, 1954) of Trias sic age
form a thin patchy veneer resting disconformably on the Kaibab. A
10* to 15-foot bed of pale reddish-brown, very fine grained sandstone
(lower massive sandstone of McKee) lies from 1 to 5 feet above the
base; the rest of the preserved part of the Wupatki member consists
mainly of dark reddish-brown fissile silts tone. About 30 to 50 feet
of Moenkopi strata are exposed in the wail of the crater.
/ Quaternary stratigraphy and structure of the crater. Meteor
Crater is a bowl-shaped depression 600 feet deep, about three-quarters
of a mile in diameter, encompassed by a ridge or rim that rises 100
to 200 feet above the surrounding plain. The rim is underlain by a
complex sequence of Quaternary debris and alluvium resting on disturbed
Moenkopi and Kaibab strata (figs. 2 and 3).

s

Figure 2. Geologic map of area around Meteor Crater, Arizona.
Figure 3. Geologic map of Meteor Crater, Arixona.

The debris consists of unsorted angular fragments ranging from
splinters lets than a micron in size to great block* more than 100
feet acroec. Became of the striking lithologic contrast among the
older formations from which the debris is derived, it is possible to
distinguish and map units or layers in the debris by the lithic compos !
tion and stratigraphic source of the component fragments.
The »tratigraphically lowest debris unit of the rim is composed
almost entirely of fragments derived from the Moenkopi formation.
Within the crater this unit rests on the edge of upturned Moenkopi
beds (fig. 4) or very locally grades into the Moenkopi formation;

Figure 4. Cross sections of Meteor Crater, Arizona, and nuclear
explosion craters.

away from the crater wall the debris rests on the eroded surface of
the Moenkopi. A unit composed of Kaibab debris rests on the Moenkopi
debris. The contact is sharp where exposed within the crater, but
at distances of half a mile from the crater there is slight mixing

of fragment* at the contact.

Patches of a third debri* unit, competed

of and*tone fragment* from the Coconino and Toroweap formation*,
rest with *harp contact on the Kaibab d«bri*. No fragment* from the
Supai formation are represented in any of the debris*
The bedrock stratigraphy is preserved, inverted, in the debris
units. Not only is the gro** stratigraphy preserved, but even the
relative position of fragments from different beds tends to be
preserved. Thus sandstone fragments from the basal sandstone bed
of the Moenkopi formation occur near the top of the Uaeakopi debris
unit* fragments from the Alpha member of the Kaibab limestone occur
at the base of the Kaibab debris unit, and brown sandstone fragments
from the 9-foot thick Toroweap formation occur Just above the Kaibab
debris unit.
Pleistocene and Recent alluvium rests unconformably on all of
the debris units as well as on bedrock. The Pleistocene alluvium
forms a series of small partly dissected pediments extending out from
the crater rim and also occurs as isolated patches of pediment or
terrace deposits on the interstream divides. It is correlated on the
basis of well developed pedocal paleosols with the Jeddito formation
.'

of Hack (1942. p. 48-54) of Pleistocene age (Leopold and Miller.
*>
1954, p. 57*60; Shoemaker. Byers t and Roach, in press) in the Ho pi
Buttes region, some 50 miles to the northeast. Recent alluvium
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blanket* mbout half the area within th* first hmll mil* of the crater
and extends along the floors of minor ttream courses (fig. 2). Ik
includes modern alluvium and correlatives of the Tsefi and Naha
*
formations of Hack (1942) of Recent age (Shoemaker, Byers, and
Roach, in press) in the Hopi Buttes region.
Both the Pleistocene and Recent allaviam are composed of material
derived from all formations represented in the debris and also contain
meteorite fragments, lechatelierite (Merrill. 1907; 19$8. p. 472*478;
Rogers. 1928, p. 82-84* and 1930). and other kinds of fused rock
(Nininger, 1954; 1956, p. 117-134). The lechatelierite is chiefly
faced Coconino sandstone. Oxidized meteoritic material and iechatelierite are locally abundant in the Pleistocene alluvium where it
occurs fairly high on the crater rim.

Unoxidized meteoritic material

occurs in two principal forms, 1) large crystalline fragments composed
mainly of two nickel-iron minerals, kamacite and taenitc (Merrill and
*>
Tassia, 1907), and 2) minute spherical particles of nickel-iron
(Tilghman, 1905. p. 898-89$. 907; Nininger. 1949. 1951a. Wlb.
p. 80-81).

The hulk of the meteoritic material distributed about the

crater is apparently in the for on of small particles. The total quantity
of fine-grained meteoritic debris about the crater, which occurs not
only In the Pleistocene and Recent alluvium, but also as lag and dis^
persad in coUuvium, has been estimated by Rinehart (1958. p. 150)
as about 12,000 tona.
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Beds ranging from the Coconino sandstone to the Moenkopi formation
are exposed in the crater wails.

Low in the crater the bed* dip gently

outward. The dips are generally steeper close to the contact with the
debris oa the rim, and beds are overturned along various stretches
totalling about one-third of the perimeter of the crater. Along the
north and east wails of the crater the Moeakopi locally caa be seen to
be folded back oa itself, the upper limb of the fold consisting of a
flap that has been rotated in places more than 180° away from the
crater (fig. 4). At one place in the southeast corner of the crater
the flap grades outward into disaggregated debris, but in most places
there is a distinct break between the debris aad the coherent flap.
Rocks now represented by the debris of the rim have been peeled
back from the area of the crater somewhat like the petals of a flower
blossoming. The axial plane of the fold in three dimensions is a fiat
cone, with apex downward and concentric with the crater, that inter*
sects the crater wall. If eroded parts of the wall were restored,
more overturned beds would be exposed.
The upturned and overturned strata are broken or torn by a auznber
of small nearly vertical faults with scissors type of displacement. A
majority of these tears are parallel with the northwesterly regional
joint set and a subordinate number are parallel with the northeasterly
set.

Regional joi rting has controlled the shape of the crater, which
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is somewhat squarish in outline; the diagonal* of the "square" coincide
with the trend of the two main sets of joints. The largest tears occur
in the "corners" of the crater. In the northeast corner of the crater
a torn end of the overturned flap of the east wail forms a projection
suspended in debris. A few normal faults, concentric with the crater
wail, occur on the southwest side.

There are also a number of small

thrust faults on the north and west sides of the crater.

Relative; dis-

placement of the lower plate is invariably away from the center of the
crater.

Crushed rock is locally present along all types of faults; it

has been designated authigenic breccia on figure 3 to distinguish it
from another type of breccia under the crater floor.
The floor of the crater is underlain by Quaternary strata, debris,
and breccia.

Pleistocene talus mantle* the lowest parts of the crater

walls and grades into Pleistocene alluvium along the floor. The
Pleistocene alluvium in turn interflngers with a series of lake beds
about 100 feet thick toward the center of the crater. Several feet
of Recent alluvium and playa beds rest unconformably on the Pleistocene.
Where exposed in shafts, the lowermost Pleistocene lake beds contain
chunks of pumiceous frothy iechatelierite.
A layer of mixed debris underlies the Pleistocene talus and lake
beds and rests on bedrock and on breccia. This layer is composed of
fragments derived from all formations intersected by the crater and
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includes much fused and partially fused rock and oxidized meteoritie
material. The material frera all the different sources is thoroughly
mixed.

Where intersected by a shaft in the crater floor, it is about

30 feet thick and almost perfectly massive, but exhibits a distinct
grading from coarse to fine going from base to top. The average grain
sine, about half an inch, is much less than in the debris units of the rim
or In the underlying breccia, the coarsest fragments al the base rarely
exceeding 1 foot in diameter. I believe this unit was formed by fall*
out of debris thrown to great height. It has not been recognised out*
side of the crater, probably because it has been entirely eroded away.
Its constituents have been partly redeposited in the Pleistocene and
Recent alluvium.
Where exposed at the surface, the breccia underlying the mixed
debris is composed chiefly of large blocks of Kaibab, but where exposed in shafts under the central crater floor, the breccia is made up
chiefly of shattered and twisted blocks of Coconino. Extensive drill*
Ing conducted by Barringer (1905, 1910, 1914) and his associates
*

(Tilghman, 1905) has shown that at several hundred feet depth much
finely crushed sandstone and some fused and partially fused rock
and meteoritie material is present. Some drill cuttings from about
600 feet depth contain fairly abundant meteoritic material. In
cuttings examined by the writer the meteoritic material is chiefly
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In the form of fine particle* dispersed in glass similar to the Impaclite
described by Nininger (1954) and by Spencer (1933, p. 394*399) from
the Wabar and Henbury meteorite crater*. Corel of ordinary siltatone and sandstone of the Supai wero obtained at depths of 700 feet
and deeper. The lateral dimensions of the breccia are not known
because the drilling wms concentrated in the center of the crater.
Some of the meteorite-bearing or allogenie breccia was evidently
encountered in a hole drilled from 1920 to 1922 on the south rim of
f
the crater (Barringer, 1924). (See log of hole in Hager. 1953.
p. S40-841.)
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Mechanism of crater formation
Teapot £§8 crater.--Nearly ail tha unajor structural features of
Meteor Crater. Arisoaa, are reproduced la a crater ia the alluvium
of Yucca. Flat, Nevada, formed by underground explosion of a nuclear
device.

The Teapot Ess crater (fig. 4). about 300 feet across and

originally about 100 feet deep, was produced ia 1955 by a 1.2 kilotoa
device detonated at a depth of 67 feet below the surface (Johnson, 1959,
p. 10). Beds of alluvium exposed in the rim are peeled back ia aa
overturned synciinft just as the bedrock is peeled back at Meteor
Crater.

The upper limb of the fold is overlain and locally passes

outward into debris that roughly preserves. Inverted, the original
alluvial stratigraphy. Glass is present in the uppermost part of the
debris. A thin layer of debris formed by fallout or fall back is also
present ia the crater. The floor and lower wails of the crater are
underlain by a thick lens cf breccia containing mixed fragments of
alluvium and disparsed glass. Seme of the fragments are strongly
sheared and compressed. The glass is composed of alluvium that
was fused or partially fused by shock. The breccia was formed by
complex movement of material within the crater; locally the original
bedding of the alluvium is roughly preserved in the breccia.
Formation of craters by nuclear explosion, --A crater with the
structure of Teapot Ess crater is formed chiefly by tv/o mechanisms.
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which operate in iucce**ion (fig. 7, sketches 6-9). Firit the
alluvium, a* U 1* engulfed by a compre**ional ihock eau*ed by the
explosion, i* accelerated in all direction* radially outward from the
detonated device* and an expanding cavity U formed underground.
When the ahock reaches the free enrface of the ground it i* reflected
a* a tenaional wave. Momentum i* trapped in the material above
the cavity and it continue* to move up and outward* individual fragment* following ballistic trajectories. Some kinetic energy may al*o
be imparted to the fragment* from expanding ga*e* in the cavity.
Ejected fragment* close to the crater maintain their approximate
relative positions, inverted during flight. Along low trajectories,
their range ia largely a function of the angle at which they are thrown
out, which in turn varies continuously with their original pocition
relative to the nuclear device. The margin of the crater i* determined
primarily by the radial distance, in plan, at which the reflected ten*
stonal wave is just strong enough to lift and separate the alluvium.
The position at which this occurs is just inside of and concentric
with the hinge of the overturned flap, i.e. the intersection of the
axial plane of overturning with the surface of the ground. The reflected tensionai wave starts a fracture at the surface but does not
appreciably change the momentum of most of the material thrown out.
Beds are sheared off along a roughly conical surface that starts at
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the surface § lightly inside the hinge and is propagated downward to
join tangentially the lower part of the hole expanded behind the shock
front. Material brecclated by very strong shock initially has the
form of a roughly spherical shell around the hole, but most of the
upper hemisphere is thrown out and the lower hemisphere is sheared
out in the form of * concavo-convex lens. Overturning of the beds
in the upper crater wall may be looked on as drag along the comical
shear sone.
It is essential that the shock originate deeper than a certain minimum distance below the surface, relative to the total energy released,
in order to produce the overturned syncline in the rim. A crater
formed near the Teapot Ess crater by a nuclear device of the same
yield, but detonated at 18 feet depth rather than 67 feet (fig. 4.
Jangle XJ crater), has an anticline under the riot* not a syncline. Aa
eicplosion at a depth this shallow (relative to the yield of the device)
produces a crater more through radial expansion of the hole behind
the shock and less by ejection of material than in the case of Teapot
Ess crater. Greatest expansion of the hole occurs at the surface because of upward relief of stress at the free surface, which manifests
itself In concentric anticlinal buckling.
* Shock and apparent origin of shock at Meteor Crater. --The fact
that rock was fused, in particular that some relatively pure qoartxose

IS

and9tone was fused, suggests by itself that shock was involved in the
origin of Meteor Crater. a« the melting point of quarts Is considerably
above ordinary magma tic temperatures. The structures are such as
would be produced by a very strong shock originating about at the level
of the present crater floor 400 feet below the original surface. A
minimum sealed depth of penetration of the meteorite or of a major
part of the energy associated with the meteorite is indicated by the
overturned synclinal structure of the rim. As will be shown, a closer
estimate of the depth for the apparent origin of the shock can be obtained from the base of the breccia under the crater floor by scaling
from Teapot Ess crater. Some limits may also be set on the mechanics
of impact by the fact that the shoek was strong enough to fuse Cocenino
sandstone, at a depth of some 300 feet or more below the surface, and
that part of the meteorite itself was apparently fused by shoek on impact, as shown by the dispersal of spherical meteorite particles in
some of the fused rock.
Not all meteorite craters exhibit overturned sync lines in the rim,
as at Meteor Crater, Arizona, which indicates that the scaled depth
of penetration on impact is not always as great. The rim of the main
meteorite crater at Odessa, Texas, for example, is underlain by an
anticline similar to that of the Jangle U crater (compare with Hardy,
<>
1953; Sellards and Evans, 1941). It may be noted that no crater of
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demonstrated volcanic origin, particularly the maar type of crater
with which Meteor Crater hat beea compared (Gilbert, 1896, p. 11;
Dart on, 1916, 1945), has a structure or arrangement of debris in
the rim comparable to that at Meteor Crater (compare with Shoemaker,
1957).

The mechanics of typical rnaars or diatremea lead to collapse

of material from the crater wrmlls into the vent, generally leaving the
s or round ing country rock undisturbed (Shoemaker. 1956; Shoemaker
and Moore, 1956; Shoemaker, Byers, aad Roach, in press).
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/ Penetration of meteorite
W« may now proceed to inq\iire how the meteoritic material and
energy were delivered to the depth* indicated at Meteor Crater*
At tufficiently high impact velocity a meteorite will penetrate the
ground by a complex mechanUrn which may be described in terms
of three phenomena* 1) compression of the target rocks and meteorite
by shock, 2) hydrodynamic flow of the compressed material, *»d
3) dispersal of the meteoritic material in the flowing mass, which
may be loosely referred to as the shock ware (Courant and Friedrich*,
+'

1948. p. 119)* These phenomena occur simultaneously or overlap
each other in time, bat their relative importance changes daring
the course of the penetration process. For purposes of discussion
they will b« treated separately in the order in which they successively
become the dominant factor during penetration.
' Compression by shock. - -Consider first the hypothetical case of
two semi-infinite bodies colliding along a plane interface, moving
in relation to each other at speeds exceeding the acoustic velocity
of either material and in a direction perpendicular to the interface.
A plane shock will be propagated from the interface into both colliding
bodies. For most practical as well as theoretical purposes the shock
front may be considered a zone of infinitesimal width across which
th»r* is a discontinuous jump of pressure and velocity of the medium

El
(particle velocity). The following relations have been derived for
the changes across tha shock front, propagated into a body at rest,
(rom the laws of conservation of mass. momentum, and eaergy--th«
Ranking-H agon lot conditions (Courant and Friedrtehs, 1948, p. 121*124),
(TJ -yu Lo

where XJ *
*

{conservation of mass),

(1)

3P

(conservation of momentum),

(2)

l^o» - lf/Q }

(conservation of energy),

(3)

shock velocity ,/o< m

initial density,

/° *

particle velocity behind shock front,

density behind shock front, F" change of

pressure %cro«is shock front, and E *
the shock front.

change of internal energy across

Th*ae condition} are rigorous and independent of

the width of the 3hock front.
T-vo further rigorous conditions connect the shocks la the tvro
bodies.

First, because of the continuity of the two bodies across the

collision interface, the particle velocity b«tveen the shock fronts
meat b* the same.

Secondly, from the tawr of equality of action and

reaction, the pressure between the shoe 1* fronts must be the tarne.
This may be most easily visualized, perhaps, if viewed from coordinates
fixed with reference to the interface (Gallileaa transformation).

Here

the particle velocity between the shocks reduces to zero on either
ide of the interface and the shock velocities mast be such as to con*
serve momentum.

It may be seen that, in homogeneous media, the

shock velocities will remain constant.
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Belatlve position* of shocks and collision interface of tvo homogeneous
seal-infinite colliding bodies (meteorite end ground) at unit interval
of time after collision
*

.
?

position of particle* in"T
Meteorite
at t-0 which are at shock into meteorite at t-l
7

r

\

*\

jr
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v
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\\\\-\_^A\\\\\\ \\\\
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4
ground at t-1
,

* Interval of tima
* Initial thickness of meteorite engulfed by shock in unit Interval of tima
* Initial velocity of meteorite relative to unshocked ground
* Shock velocity into ground relative to unshocked ground

* Particle velocity of shocked target rocks relative to unshocked ground
(identical with velocity of collision interface relative to ucshocked
ground)
v m n » Initial volume of rock per unit area of shock front engulfed by shock
xo
In unit interval of tine
V

- Volume of shocked rock per unit area of shock front at unit interval of time

/o

- Initial density' of rock
* Density of shocked rock
x
Txo ~ ^x / x ~" ^xo
\
Compression of rock
rxo
X
y
m Initial volume of meteorite per unit area of shock front engulfed by
mo
" shock in unit Interval of time

f 3^0

v
Volume of shocked meteorite per unit area of shock front at unit Interval
m * of time
/O

» Initial density of meteorite

/o

» Density of shocked meteorite

v m Mass of meteorite engulfed by shock in unit Interval of time per
m * ^mo mc~ ^ajuj area of
mo « Compression of meteorite
xo 'xc

Mas a of rock engulfed by shock in unit interval of time per
unit area of shock
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Tho particle Tolocity or rato of penetration of tho moving body (meteo*
xite) Into ground by compression, z4 , tho velocity of tho shock Into
tho grooad, tJ. and tho pressure, P. aro thus function* of tho volocity
of tho meteorite, v, tho Initial densities of tho motoorito and tar got.
/°mo an*/°«o* *n* *k* compression by shock of the meteorite and tar*
got &m aad

kj, . From tho form of equations II, It may bo see* that
»
hocks may also bo goaoratod by impact at volocltios loss than tho

acooJtlc velocities of tho colliding bodlos, hot tho initial prossor and
compression of tho motoorito and target rocks will bo loss thaa la the
cases considered here. Tho Initial densities may be considered known;
what is repaired for solution of (II) and (12) Is a knowledge of oao of
the variable s,u , tl» v« or P. and tho equations of state, or more specifically, the hugoniot corves (the relations between pressure and
specific volume or density onder shock conditions), for the meteorite
and the rocks.
The hogooiot for Iron has recently been determined by Impact as lag
relations of the typo derived above (Altshuler and others, 1958), op to
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4.5 mega hart.

Canyon Dlablo meteorites average about 94 percent

Iron and 5 percent nickel. Some onusuai compression hat heen ob*
served for alloy* of 30 percent nickel at low pretture (Bridgman,
*949* p. 215*216), but the error will probably be minor la treating
the meteorite at pure iron la the pressure ranget of interest. Employ
ing the condition that

it may be thown by substitution that

where /X m is particle velocity Sa the meteorite behind the shock and
**» is the shock velocity in the meteorite, both relative to ant hocked
meteorite. The relation between the experimentally determined velocities for iron is linear, within experimental error, over the prettare
rang* investigated, and is given (Altshtder and others, 1958, p. 881) by
0 « 3.80 * 1.38 M

where

»

,

(13)

and /^m »*« measured in kUotnetert per tecond. Combining

(14) and (15), compression of the rock may be written as a function of
the velocity of the meteorite and compression of the meteorite
'_

f2

fv - Sn (1.58 v + 3.80)1

a.

(16)
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Taking x3-/cje9

"

1/3, the loci of solution* for value* of v - 10.

15, and 20 km/see. are shown in figure 5. where

z is plotted ae a

,. Figure 5. Compression of rocks: at Meteor Crater, Ariaona, as a
function of compression of the meteorite and of pressure.

function of &m and corresponding experimental values of pressure.
Solutions for v *

20 km/sec, are based on (15) but are above the

experimental range of pressure.
It remains now to assess the probable hugoaioi for the target rocks
in order to reduce the problem to a single unknown, the impact velocity,
v. The problem of compression of rock* under high pressure has been
widely discussed in connection with the internal constitution of the
earth (Ballea. 1946, 1949* 1950, if 52. 1954; Bamsey, 194*| Elsassev,
1951; Birch, 1952; Verhoogen, 1953; and Knopoff and Uffen. 1954). No
experimental data exists for pressures in the principal range of
interest, except the reasonably well defined density versus depth or
pressure curves of the earth itself (Bullen, 1940, 1942, and 1950).
Nearly all published experimental data pertinent to the problem are
plotted In figure 4 in coordinates of density and precsure. Bridgman

Figure ». Density-press ur« curves lor iron, rocks, and rock*
forming minerals.

(1928. 1939, 1948a, and 1943b) has obtained the compression ol quarts
to 100,000 bars, ol calcite to 50,000 bars, and ol oiivine and a lew
other silicate minerals to 40,000 bars. The httgoniot carves lor two
types ol gabbro and a dunite have recently been obtained up to about
*--'
0.7 megabars (Hughes and Me Queen, 1958) by shock techniques.
Density versus pressure curves lor the minerals in question have
been computed from the Birch -Muraaghan equation (lig. 6), based on
^
s
the theory ol elastic strain (Murnaghan. 1917; Birch, 1947} 1952,

where & is the initial compressibility, taking £

0 » and using

Bridgman's data lor initial compressibility. This equation fits
Bridgman's data satisfactorily, in the absence ol polymorphic transitions, except lor quarts. For quartz the compressibility to 100,000
bars was used, in order to extend the curve smoothly from the experimental data. A curve lor dolornito was drawn from a single determination ol compressibility by Made lung and Fuchs (1921, p. 306).
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It may be seen that the curve for iron computed by Birch (1952,
p. 278), reduced to 7.85 initial density, represents the experimental
hugoniot fairly well up to about 2 megabars. The principal departures
below 2 megabars are due to polymorphic traneformation (Bancroft,
*
Peterson, and Minshall. 1956). The principal departure of the
experimental hugoniot for dunite from the Birch-Murnaghan curve
for oiivina may alio be due to a polymorphic transformation; polymorphism has been indicated as the cause for a similar hump in the
hugoniot for gabbroe (Hughes and McQueen. 1958, p. 964-965). The
deviations below 1 mega bar known to be due to polymorphism are
probably about of the order to be expected for other silicates, quart*,
and carbonate*.

At low pressure the specific volumes of these rock-

forming mineral* are largely governed by the ionic radius of oxygen
and their density may be expected to behave in the same general way
under pressure.
At pressures around 10 snegabars and higher the densities of most
substances may be expected to approach that given by the Thomas-Fermi'
Dirac quantum statistical model of the atom (Slater and Krutter, 1935;
V

'

Feynman. Metropolis, and Teller. 1949; March, 1957). Curves for
iron and for atomic number, Z

10, have been drawn from solutions

of the Thotnas-Ftrmi-Dirac equation at 0 degrees Kelvin for Z *
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and 10 by Metropolis aad fteita (1951), The mean atomic number of
quart*, calcifte, and forsterite is 10.0 and of dolomite, 9.2. Kaopoff
and Uffen have shown that the effective mean atomic number t obtained
by averaging by specific atomic volume. U slightly greater than the
mean averaged by number of atoms, bat the use of their refined mean
U offset by error ia tho tnUrpoiative procedure by which their carves
are derived*
An estimated mean hogoniot carve has been drawn (fig, 6) for the
rocks at Meteor Crater by interpolation between the Birch-Muroaghan
carves for quarts, calcite, and dolomite and the Thomas*Fermi*Oirac
carve lor 2 *

10* The curve, as drawn, may be subject to an error

of Id to 20 percent or more in the rango of 1 to 10 megabars. Tho
chief potential sources of error are polymorphism, at around i msgabar,
and the thermal component of pressure, at around 10 zaegabara. These
sources of error tend to be compensating. No account has been taken.
of the initial porosity of the rocks, which probably averages less than
^
15 percent (see Jakosky, Wilson, and Daly, 1932, p. 23). The error
in total compression, due to neglect of initial porosity, will be compensated to a considerable extent by an additional thermal component
of pressure in the range of I to 10 megabars (compare with Aluholer
/"
and others, 1958, p. SS1-S33).

so
A curve for compression of the rocks at Meteor Crater as a function of tho compression of tho meteorite has been drawn (dotted line
in fig. 5) from the estimated mean hugoniot of the rocks and the
experimental hugoniot for iron shown in figure 6« The intersection of
this carve (fig. 5) with solutions of equation 16 gives cerresponding
values for compression of tho rocks and of the meteorite for specified
values of impact velocity and permits solutions1 of equations 11. 12.
**
and 14 (table 1). A 10 percent error in the estimated mean hugeniot
of the rocks, which would Include all points enclosed by tho Birch*
Murnaghan and Thomas -Fermi-Dirac curves and tho solutions of equation
16 for 10 and 20 km/sec. on figure 5, would introduce an error of about
9 percent for tho quantity £. in table 1. Corresponding errors la tho
computed values for /X, Um . and /xm range from S to S percent, for
U up to about 7 percent, and for P up to about I percent*
Aa estimate of tho minimum possible impact velocity may now bo made
from the fact that part of the meteorite was fused by shock. Fusion will
occur when the thermal component of internal energy reaches the enthalpy
required for fusion under shock conditions. Adopting a melting point for
f
Iron of 2.460 C at 2 tnegabars pressure (Strong. 1959, P* 657-658). a
mean heat capacity of 0. 6 joules/gm/ < , and a latent heat of fusion of
270 joule a/gm, the enthalpy required for fusion is about 1.700 joules. As
shown by the data of Altshuler and others (1938. p. 880-333).

the

Table 1.--Solutions of equation! 11. 12, and 14 for
adopted valuei of 'x>XO * 2.62 gm/cm.

* 7.85 gm/cm

10 km/sec.
(from fig. 5}
(from fig. 5} -

6.7n km/sec.
*^

3.3 kn/iec.

10.0. km/tec.
"T

',;-. *- *''.

4.9, km/sec.

6.6, km/tec.

4.4. megab«r«

7.4
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thermal component of internal energy delivered by hock reaches 1,700
joule* in iron when M* reaches about 3.1 km /see. The thermal com*
poaan* ef energy rises rapidly, so that the critical value of /M m U not
too sensitive to error in the enthalpy required for fusion. The compression of iron at 3.1 km/sec. /J(m

is 0.35_; from figure 5 the compression

of the rocks will be about 0.4S.. Substituting these values along with
the adopted initial densities into equation 14, the minimum velocity of
impact is given as
v- 3.1 /!

1/fcS * Its!) * ' - - * * ta/~-

(U>

The coarse of penetration by compression may be illustrated for IS
km /see. impact velocity as ing values given im table 1. Cons id sr the
meteorite BOW an infinite plate of thickness L, At the moment the
shock into the meteorite roaches the back side of the plate, 1) the
shock into the ground will have penetrated a distance of (U/XJm )L
*** or
1.48 L , 2) the impact interface or leading face of the meteorite will
have penetrated {/X/U )L or 0. 874L . 3) the back side of the meteorite
will have penetrated (>u/Um +

&m

1)L or 0.30g L below the original

ground surface* 4) the center of gravity of the compressed system will
be 0.78 L underground, and S) the whole compressed system of rock
and meteorite will have a velocity of 10.0. km/sec. Into the ground.
This Is the moment of greatest compression of the meteorite. The kinetic
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energy of the compressed system, given by
whero M i« the ma«s of

6 *}

meteorite, will bo 2/3 of the original kinetic energy of the meteorite
J the internal energy el the compressed system, given by

(sea equation 3), will be 1/3 of the original kinetic energy, or 0.37xl0123J
erge. About 2/3 of the internal energy will bo in the compressed rock
and 1/3 in the compressed meteorite and the mean specific internal energy
will bo 0. 25x10** ergs/gm. {The heat of explosion of TNT is conventionally taken as Hr eals/gm or 0.041* * 10** ergs/gm. ) About 53 per*
cent of the total energy will have been transferred from the meteorite to
the compressed rock.
When the shock hits the back side of the meteorite a tensions! or rarefaction wave will be reflected back into the meteorite. The particle
velocity behind the rarefaction wave, relative to the original am hocked
meteorite, will be approximately lu

(Walsh and Christian. 1955,

p. 1548-1551)j the particle velocity, r. relative to the ground, will be
given by
*»v-2/x

/
/, _____2
v[i*
i " .
\
1 * l/^*0 **

\

l * V/«o **

\
\\
/

/

(W)
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Employing the condition of conservation of momentum* the velocity of
the rarefaction into the ehocked meteorite relative to the shocked
meteorite. U , U given by
mr
*
*

and, by the time the rarefaction reaches the impact interface or lead*
ing side of the meteorite, the shock into the ground will have engulfed
a new Increment of rock of mass X , given by
(21)
For v * 15 km/sec. impact velocity, the particle velocity of the
meteorite behind the rarefaction will be about 5.1 km/see, into the
ground*
At the moment the rarefaction reaches the leading face of the
meteorite, the shock into the ground will have engulfed a new increment
of rock of mass about 0.49M and will have penetrated about S. 0 L into
the ground. The leading face of the meteorite will have penetrated about
1.8 L and the back side about 0. 8 L. The center of gravity of the moving system will be about 1.8 L underground. About 88 percent of the
original (kinetic) energy of the meteorite will have been transferred to
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the compressed rock, wbaro tao aaargy will bo divided equally into aa
iatarnal and a kinetic fraction. Tha specific internal aaargy of tha com*
pressed rock will ba about 0.50 x 1012 ergs/gin or about 12 times tha
haat of explosion of TNT. Tha caatar of gravity of tha total aaargy will
ba about 2.2 L uadergrouad and tha coznpr«a*«d rock will ba itill mov
ing into tha ground at 10.0. km/sac.
' P^aetr&tioa by hydrodynamic flow» »*It im not profitable to carry tha"1,
tha analysis of aa infinita plat* much further because of tha influence of
tha lataral boundaries of tha meteorite in a mora raaiiatie cas«. Stare*
factioa waves will alto bo rafloetad from tha sidaa of aa actual mataorita,
which wilt parmtt lataral How aa woU aa longitudinal compression. Tha
initial affect of tha rarafactioa waves roflactod from tha sides of a
meteorite body of moro or lass equidimensional shape will ba to ace en*
toato tha flattening by increasing tha lataral dimensions of tha> body aa it
ant era tha ground (compare with (5pikt 1958) and to smear out or increase
tha width of the shock front aa it reaches the back end of the meteorite.
Lateral flow of tha meteorite will dacroaae somewhat tha penetration due
to compression in tha initial stages of impact, but lateral flow becomes
part of tha dominant mechanism of penetration as the meteorite and tha
compressed wad of rock loading tha meteorite slow dowa. Tha flattening
will not significantly attar the initial pressure or transfer of aaargy from
tha meteorite to tha compressed rock, aa calculated above.
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Penetration by hydrodynamic flow U brought about by lateral deflec tion of material at the leading end ef the still fast-moving system of
compressed rock and meteorite and by * weeping aside of rock newly
engolfed by shock along the path of the penetrating body. As title body
or slag of last-moving rock and meteorite U deflected at the leading end*
the whole plug is literally tiarned ineide oat; the trailing meteorite becomes the liner of a transient cavity, material from the back side of
the meteorite facing the center of the cavity (fig. 7, sketches 3 and 4)*
Following Rostokor (1953, p. 14), the depth of penetration by lateral
deflection of the target rocks may be roughly estimated by treating the
initial stag of compressed rock and meteorite a* a short Jet or column
of Incompressible fluid. Under the condition that the velocity of the
jet 1s sufficiently high that a hydrodynamic approximation is valid for the
target rock, the depth of penetration, D, is given (Birkoff and others,
19*8. p. 577) by

where J is the length and /O. the density of the Jet. For the case of
IS km/see, impact velocity, the jet will be taken as the system of compressed rock and trailing decompressed meteorite at the moment the
rarefaction reflected from the back of the meteorite reaches the front of
the meteorite. Lateral flow of the meteorite and compressed rock will
be neglected ap to this point; this error will probably be more than
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compensated by farther penetration dae to compression of rocks in the
path of the jet. Treating the system as two successive jets,

and substituting values from table I far IS km/sec. impact velocity,
D

* 3.6 1+ . Thou, at the moment the Ust of the jet or slug is deflected,

the bottom of the cavity would be 3.0 L (from compression)

+ 3.6 L

(from hydrodynamie flow)* or 6.6 L below ground. The center of gravity
of the energy should be roughly 4 to 5 1* underground.
* P**P*y*** °* meteoritic material In the shock wave. --The cavity will
continue to expand as the shock is propagated into the rock away from
the cavity. All material engulfed by the expanding shock front ia imparted an initial velocity more or less in the direction of shock propagation, which will be roughly along the radii of a sphere at distances of
several L from the center of the cavity. As the shock engulfs an ever*
increasing volume of rock the shock strength will decrease; the pressure
and internal energy increments across the shock front will decrease
roughly as inverse functions of some power of the radius exceeding 3.
Beyond the distance where the rock Is fused by shock the pressure may
be inversely proportional to roughly the sixth or seventh power of the
radius (see Porzei, 1958, p. 7). Ultimately the shock becomes an or*
dinary elastic wave.
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Outward motion of material behind the shock will not be uniform*
owing to the fact that the pressure soon drops to levels where the
strength of the rocks strongly influences the flow. A mixing or
crambling motion occurs la the shock wave permitting fased rock and
mcteoritic material to be shot out and dispersed in a large volume of
rock thai Is relatively only weakly shocked.

Description of breccias

formed In this way and the inferred mechanics of mixing will be given
in a separate paper (Shoemaker, in preparation). Empirically, the distance from the origin of the shock to the limit of mixing is proportional
to the cube root of the total shock energy, and in the nuclear craters is
the vertical distance from the device to the lower limit of the breccia
under the erater floor. This distance, R, in feet. Is given by the empirical equation for alluvium and rocks at the Nevada Test Site (Shoemaker*
in preparation) by
1

3.7 t173

""

<*4>

where W is the yield or total shock energy in tons of TNT equivalent
(I metric ton TNT m

10* calories or 4.16 x 10 1 * ergs).

^ Energy* stse, and velocity of meteorite. The initial pressures behind
the shocks produced by high velocity impact are comparable to the initial
pressures produced by detonation of nuclear devices of yields similar to
the devices used at the Teapot Ess and Jangle U craters (compare table I
with Johnson and Violet, 1958, p. ). The total shock energy for Meteor
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Crater noay be 44timat3d by seating from the structurally similar Teapot £ss crater, employing the empirical Lampion cube root scaling
law (Cl~stUm*» 1757, p. 1*8) for constant sealed depth of explosion
d oc
where d U the diameter af the crater* This scaling relation may be
justifUd 4iaa ens tonally If U U assomed that the model ratio of pressure
if unity* Scaling from craters produced by high explosives will lead to
underestimation of the energy for Meteor Crater (compare with Wylie ,
/
*
1943; and Baldwin. 1949, p. 224) because of the tower initial pressures
produced by chemical explosions. At high pressures a significant fraction of the energy is absorbed by fusion of rock.
The ratioe of lateral dimensions of Meteor Crater to Teapot £*e
crater (fig. 4) are as follows: a) diameter of hinge (inters action of
axial plane of overturning with original tar face of the ground)- -10. 5;
b) present Inside diameter at level of original ground siurface**li.2;
c) original inside diameter at level of original ground surf*ce~-11.4*
The correeponding energy ratioe from the cube root sealing law are
a) K16x 10s . b) 1.4x 10J . and c) 1.3 x 103 s the Indicated total shock
energy for Meteor Crater Is a) 1.4 megatons, b) 1.7 megatons, and
c) 1.8 megatons, respectively (yield for Tsipct EJS crater is 1.2 ± 0.05
kiioton*). A email positive correction could be added to these estimates
for the energy to ta&e account of a scaled depth of apparent shock
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origin aoraewhat shallower than the depth of the device at Teapot Caa
crater ae indicated below, hot the magnitude of the correction would
be lea a than the range of ectimatea given.
For the minimum possible velocity of 9.4 km/sec. and the maximum
indicated energy of l.i megaton*, the maximum man of the meteorite
(given by 2W/v ) i» 166*000 metric tone. Taking a more conservative
estimate of the total energy of I* 7 megatons and a velocity of 15 km/see.,
the mass of the meteorite would be 63,000 ton*. The diameter of a
phere of this ma** with a dencity of 7.85 gm/cm* would be 24.8
meter* or 81 feet. If 80 feet is taken as the length of the meteorite.
L , the center of gravity of the energy released, or apparent origin of
the shock* which was estimated at roughly 4 to 5 L^ underground for
15 km/sec, impact velocity, would be 320 to 400 feet from the original
surface along the path of penetration* For a total energy of 1.7 megatons,
employing equation 24, the apparent origin of the shock should be 680
feet above the lower limit of the breccia under the crater floor or about
400 feet below the original surface (fig. 4). These results are bar*
monious with the fact that the bulk of the fused rock thrown out is
derived from Coconino sandstone, and also with the fact that under thrusting away from the center of the crater has occurred at least as low as
the Toroweap-Kaibab contact.
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An impact velocity of 15 km/sec, ie aUo consonant with the amount
vof fine-grained meteoritic material estimated by fUnehart (19*8) to bo
etrewn around the crater. From analogy with Teapot Ess crater tome*
what lest than half of the breccia with diaper ted meteoritie material may
be expected to be thrown oat by the reflected teneionai wave. The median
concentration of meteoritte material in cample* taken by Riaehart from
area* X have mapped as Recent alluvium ie about 20 percent (with a
probable error of a factor of 2) of the median concentration in
Pleistocene alluvium. The fine-grained meteoritic material still left
around the crater is, of course, etrewn out in the downstream direction
(cf. fig. i and 2 with Riaehart, 1958. Ug. 7). If the loss of meteoritic
material due? to roe ion ie estimated conservatively as 60 percent, then
30*000 tons may bo estimated to have been thrown out, or about half of
the 63,000 tons total mass estimated for 15 km/sec, impact velocity.
Finally it may be noticed that the suggested 15 kxn/sec* impact
velocity is within the range and close to the mode of entry velocities com/
puted for observed meUorite falls by Whippie and Hughes (1955, p. 155)
and within the range of possible geocentric velocities for known asteroids.
The original shape of the meteorite and its trajectory are not known
and probably cannot be determined frotn the evidence at Meteor Crater
alone.

It has been suggested that the mass which struck the ground was
/
not a single body but a cluster or shower of individuals (Barringer, 1910,
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p. 17*23; Barriager, D. ft*.. Jr.. 11*7, p. 146; Niainger, 1951b,
p. 81-85). ft seems likely that individual specimen* or fragments
s or round tag Ihe crater which have undergone no noticeable or only
+'

s

minor impact damage (Nininger, 1950; 1951b, p. 79*82) have landed
independently of the mass which formed the crater and were decelerated
by atmospheric friction. The preservation of what appears to be parts
of surfaces formed by ablation daring atmospheric flight oa some of
these fragments (E. P. Renders on, oral communication, 1959) greatly
strengthens this conclusion. In all probability the meteorite was break*
ing up during its flight through the atmosphere. If the mass which
formed the crater consisted of a tight cluster of fragments, the
mechanics of penetration would probably not be greatly different than
for a single body. It is entirely possible, on the other hand, for fairly
large (infused fragments derived from a single body to have been disperscd in the breccia, becauss a layer on the back side of the meteorite
would have escaped maximum shock pressures owing to the smearing
out of the shock front by rarefaction waves reflected from the sides.
^
(See evidence for solid fragments in Tttghman. 1905, p. 908*910).
The occurrence of meteorite-bearing breccia under the south rim of
the crater is inconclusive evidence, and, in the writer's opinion, exceedingly weak evidence of impact from the north. Similar breccia may occur
tinder any part of the rest of the rim. This breccia may have been
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injected along transient bedding-plane flat or

opened ap by hock or

possibly by the tensional wave reflected from the ground *iirface. Such
transient bedding-plane opening* were formed in experiment* with under*
ground detonation of 10 and 50 ton* of dynamite at the Nevada Test Site
(Cattermole. written communication, 1959; Han*en and Leznke, 1959).
The relatively good agreement between cemi-independent line* of evidence for the depth of the apparent origin of the shock suggest* the
senith angle of impact wa* small, but many combination* of elongation
of the meteorite and angle of impact would fit the analysis equally well.
The sequence of events in the formation of Meteor Crater, -Arizona,
a* here conceived. I* summarised schematically in figure 7. In the

- Figure 7. Diagrammatic sketches showing sequence of event* in
formation of Meteor Crater* Arisona.

final stages of crater formation it will be noted that the breccia under the
crater floor changes shape slightly due to slumping. This slumping may
be demonstrated by major downward displacement of Kaibab block bearing breccia against the Coconino sandstone along the walls of the
crater; it appears to have preceded the showering down of the mixed
debris.

Modification by erosion and by deposition of sediments has pro-

duced the crater we see today. The surface morphology of large meteorite craters should not be compared uncritically with experimental models
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1.

Meteorite approaches ground at 15 km/sec.

2.

Meteorite enters ground, compressing and fusing
rocks ahead and flattening by compreaslon and by
lateral flow. Shock Into meteorite reaches back
side of meteorite.

3.

Rarefaction wave Is reflected back through
meteorite, and meteorite Is decompressed, but still
moves at about 5 km/sec Into ground. Most of
energy has been transferred to compressed fused
rock ahead of meteorite.

A.

Compressed slug of fused rock and trailing meteorite
are deflected laterally along the path of penetration,
Meteorite becomes liner of transient cavity.

5.

Shock propogates away from cavity, cavity expands,
and fused and strongly shocked rock and meteoritlc
material are shot out In the moving mass behind the
shock front.

6.

Shell of breccia with mixed fragments and dispersed
fused rock and meteoritlc material Is formed around
cavity. Shock Is reflected as rarefaction wave
from surface of ground and momentum Is trapped In
material above cavity.

Moenhopi formation^
«
Kaibab limestone _
____
Coconino and Toroweap formations

fused rocK

shock front

shock front

shock front

reflected rarefaction--'

-shock front

it

7.

C? fused rock

Shock and reflected rarefaction reach limit at
which beds will be overturned. Material behind rarefaction is thrown out along ballistic trajectories.

"

,s

r

jr ~~

XC"

Fragments thrown out of crater maintain approximate
relative positions except for material thrown to
great height. Shell of breccia with mixed meteorltic
material and fused rock Is sheared out along walls
of crater; upper part of mixed breccia is ejected.

9.

Fragments thrown out along low trajectories land and
become stacked In an order inverted from the order In
which they were ejected. Mixed breccia along walls
of crater slumps back toward center of crater.
Fragments thrown to great height shower down to form
layer of mixed debris.
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FIGURE 7

DIAGRAMATIC SKETCHES SHOWING SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

2000 FEET

IN FORMATION^ METEOR CRATER, ARIZONA ;

